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Charles Reade (1814 – 1884) was an English novelist and dramatist

Extent: 1 small folder

This section has not been digitised. There are minimal catalogue records on our online catalogue (see below)

*Children should be either-handed* article by Charles Reade April 2 1878 [publication unknown]

Handbill: *Drink* Advertisement for a play to be performed at the Princess’s Theatre. (performed on 2 June 1879)

There are many other items relating to Charles Reade, notably 87 theatre programmes and 2 yellow-back cover proofs. Catalogue records (only) can be found on the [John Johnson Collection online catalogue](https://johnjohnsoncollection.org.uk) Records and images are on [The John Johnson Collection: an archive of printed ephemera](https://johnjohnsoncollection.org.uk) (JISC-funded project, partnered by ProQuest).